INTERACTIVE DEBATE CLUB TECHNIQUES DURING DISTANCE LEARNING WITH PHYSICAL EDUCATION STUDENTS

Summary. At the age of COVID 19 the methodologist of all the countries faced a new image of cognitive culture, which implies a greater level of independent activity from the student. The teacher got the task of forming this high level. The article emphasizes that for the formation of basic skills of public speaking in a foreign language and the development of communicative competence of students, it is advisable to use such a pedagogical technology as debate. Debate is a modern pedagogical technology, which is a special form of discussion, which is conducted according to certain rules. It is a purposeful and orderly, structured exchange of ideas, judgments, opinions. It is emphasized that debates in the educational process occur in the following forms: as a form of lesson; as an element of the lesson: actualization of knowledge, organization of independent work of students, generalization, systematization, consolidation of educational material, providing "feedback"; as a form of attestation and testing of students. It is determined that the target functions and capabilities of the "Debate" technology are wide. The socializing significance is expressed in the fact that debate is a pedagogical tool, a mechanism for involving students in the norms and values of civil society, which allows students to adapt to modern society, involving the ability to compete, debate, defend their interests based on existing knowledge and skills. The educational value is manifested in the fact that the debate allows participants to develop independence of assessments, moral and ideological position and behavioral attitudes. Debate participants have a higher communication culture, the ability to find a compromise. Developmental significance is expressed in the fact that the debate allows participants to develop will, memory, thinking, including the ability to compare, compare, analyze, find analogies, independently extract and analyze a variety of information on issues relevant to man and society. Didactic value is expressed in the fact that the debate is the basis for the formation of students' general skills and practical skills, as well as the most important qualities needed by modern man. In general, despite the difficulties that arise in the first attempts to adapt the debate to the conditions of the student audience, with the correct organization of all stages of work, this technology can significantly increase the motivation and quality of knowledge acquired by students.
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Summary. The problem of research. One of the main tasks of teaching a foreign language is a communicative task. For achieving successful communication, i.e., the ability to exchange information with each other, students need to learn how to interact with each other.

The "Debate" method is one of the most effective techniques to achieve successful speech interaction between communicants. This technique allows you to integrate and involve a large number of students in the process of speech interaction at the same time, and also with the help of it, you can consid-
er and discuss current modern problems that students will be interested in themselves.

By integrating various kinds of debates in foreign language lessons, the teacher thereby contributes to the awakening of children's interest in the study of the subject.

**Analysis of research and publications.** The development of socio-cultural competence in foreign language lessons are devoted to research by Domnina T.V., Zayvalova N.A., Lavrentyeva A.P., Trubina G.V. and others. Implementation in the educational process of intensive learning methods is reflected in the works Golovanova I.I., Svetenko T.V., Halina S.M., Quinn S., Morozovoy T.V. and others.

The aim of the article is to analyze the methods and process of the use of debates during the distance learning of English.

**Main material.** First of all, the "debate" technique forms all four basic language communication skills in students – listening, reading, speaking, and writing. In accordance with the normative documents, these skills must be developed by a foreign language teacher.

In addition to the development of language skills directly, the "debate" technique forms the skills of public speaking. It has been proven that one of the main reasons for the fear of schoolchildren speaking a foreign language in public is their lack of communication skills and experience in public speaking their native language. Debate teaches such speech tactics which will allow students to communicate more effectively in the future, speak at international seminars and conferences, participate in discussions with foreigners, defend their own opinions aloud, and speak a foreign language publicly.

In the senior classes, "debates" can be used to generalize, systematize and consolidate educational material, and also act as control speaking. However, it must be borne in mind that not every topic can be a subject of discussion, it must be correctly formulated, as a rule, by a teacher.

The preparation and conduct of the debate involve the organization of work in groups (teams). The teacher can create teams themselves, assigning roles, or students create groups on their own, and the roles are distributed by mutual agreement.

A group can include neighbors in desks or rows.

Before conducting a direct debate, a serious preparation of students is needed. At this stage, techniques are often used to stimulate the creative and critical thinking of schoolchildren, such as "brainstorming" or "mind maps" (memory cards).

The "brainstorming" technique is used at the stage of direct generation and selection of ideas and assumes the observance of several principles. First of all, goals, objectives, and constraints are formulated. Participants in the discussion are provided with maximum freedom: giving the word to everyone (encouraging the shy, "sticking to" the most active and authoritative), as well as complete freedom of opinion, encouraging "crazy" ideas and analogies. The discussion is carried out hierarchically: first – the maximum "breadth", then the assessment of the prospects of options and the selection of the best, then again "breadth". While using the brainstorming method, the role of a facilitator and capturing ideas are important.

Students of the "Civil Engagement Club", Debate Club "Per aspera ad astra" and "English Access Mi-

croscholarship Program" use brainstorming games in every lesson. For example, on the first session of the "Civil Engagement Club", we played the game "What superpower would you like to have?" with the help of the online tool "Mentimeter". Learners had to pick any superpower and explain their choice. Also, during the session participants brainstormed some ideas of possible ways to stop bullying, what we can do and what people we should influence.

At the class of the English language with students of the physical education faculty the possible topics of debate can be:

- Who is stronger in powerlifting men or women?
- How to stop ageism in sport?
- What is the age to start professional sport?
- Can a good player be a couch or trainer?

The main idea of the "mind mapping" method is to reject the usual "linear" records and fix the information in a graphical form in the form of a branching crown of a tree, using illustrations, symbols, patterns (samples, templates), and associations. Nancy Margulis gives the principles of creating maps memories developed by their creator Tony Buzan in her work "Maps of the Interior". The main topic is located in the center of the sheet, after that the most important aspects of the topic are mentally selected, and branches from the main problem are drawn. Each subtopic has its main branch, and one word is used for each concept. Where possible, the concept is illustrated. Nancy Margulis recommends making mind maps for at least thirty minutes without distraction. After the creation of the memory map, there is a phase of "smart reading", when, before speaking, speakers quickly check the main ideas, mark the key factors and important details on the map. As a result, the method serves the search, structuring, and timely use of ideas [1, p. 208].

Moreover, we can use this method online. Access students managed to perform different mind mapping tasks with the help of online tools. "Miro" is one of them, for example. It allows to create, broaden, change plenty of schemes and even add a picture of a tree to visualize the task.

Other formats of debates are also productive in foreign language lessons: express debates, debates as a form of work with written or oral text, "speedy" debates, etc.

An express debate is a debate with minimum preparation. They are based on textbook material or handouts and closely intersect with debate as a form of working with a text. An example is the discussion of the topic "Sport damages our health" after reading the thematic text.

When conducting "speed", or mini-debates "one on one", each of the participants has the right to ask two questions to his opponent. The topic of the lesson is some general problem, which is divided into components. For each mini-problem, a pair of competing speakers (two minutes each) are heard, the conclusions of each speaker are recorded and then discussed in the group.

T.V. Oshchepkova, M.M. Prolygin, and D.A. Star-

kov cited the following types of debates as examples: 1. Controversial ideas.

The teacher divides the class into 3 groups. The first group should come up with arguments to support the following statement: "Marriage is a perfect social institution". The second group, on the contrary, must refute this statement and come up with
arguments to support another statement: “Marriage should be abolished”. The task of the third group of students is to take a neutral position on this issue. Pupils in the third group speak out on the following topic: “Marriage laws need performing”. At the end of the debate, each student has to decide what position they are taking and why.

Students of the Debate Club “Per aspera ad astra” tried this type of debate while training their public speaking skills on the topic “What is to be famous?” Participants were divided into 3 groups by the teacher, where 2 of them tried to make PR and anti PR company for famous people and the third one took the neutral position while debating on the question “Do famous people need PR in general?”

2. Text-based debate

Pupils read a text about a particular topic, for example: “Money makes the world go round”. After reading the text, students exchange their views, expressing their agreement or disagreement on this issue.

Video-based debate is also possible, and Access students are proof of that. Every topic Access teachers find appropriate and sometimes controversial videos, and the participants’ task is sharing their feelings after watching. Learners can say what they liked and disliked and why, which part impressed them most of all, or they can discuss advantages and disadvantages of a certain issue, for example, “Mass media influence”.

3. Book-based debate

After reading a book, for example: “The picture of Dorian Gray”, students are encouraged to speak on the topic: “Our face or our soul?”

Movie-based, cartoon-based, TV-series-based, TV-show-based debates are also possible. During the first session “Gender Benders” of the “Civil Engagement Club” participants discussed gender stereotypes, particularly, in Disney cartoons. At first, students named cartoons with female and male stereotypes, then modern cartoons where we can see these stereotypes broken. After that learners suggested their own ways of breaking gender benders.

4. Mini-debate

The teacher gives the students a sheet on which certain controversial statements are written. The task of the students is to agree or disagree with them and explain their choice [4, p. 36].

This type of debate is quite popular during the lessons, and the “Civil Engagement Club” is not an exception. Participants have discussions on different important topics, such as volunteering, community service, helping the environment, etc. For instance, students have recently had arguments about the statement “Small acts – big impacts”. One half of the students proved that every person is capable to save the planet by doing small steps, while another half tried to disagree because little acts are senseless if people all around the world do not gather.

The fact that the debate is a means of formalizing the discussion seems to be significant. This is especially important in the process of learning a foreign language since conversations on topics affect the student’s personality more often than in other subjects. Students often find it difficult to present their views on such issues to the class in an informal discussion. The means of overcoming this situation is the formalization of the discussion, i.e. translating it into the mainstream of debates.

In addition, debate teaches schoolchildren to use language clichés correctly in public speaking. The most commonly used are: we suppose, we must confess, we suggest, we believe, the thing is, the fact is, we wonder, the point is, in our opinion, there is something in what you are saying but, we appreciate, thank you for your attention, thank you for the questions and several others. Debates also provide students with an understanding of the structure of speech. An example of a plot speech in “classic” debates is the speech plan of the first speaker: greeting the audience – introducing the team and yourself – introduction (substantiating the relevance of the topic – defining the concepts (definitions) of the topic – putting forward criteria – argumentation – conclusion – gratitude for attention. Students’ understanding of the structural and plot schemes of the debate will allow them to draw up a plan for most public speaking events in the future.

Access students practiced their public speaking skills with Mr. Patrick Knapp, an American diplomat (a human rights officer) who works at the U.S. Embassy in Kyiv as a special guest on their regular online class. Moreover, participants tried themselves as “actors” and joined “Online Drama Club” with Jean Charles, English Language Fellow. During the rehearsals, learners faced some arguments in organizational skills, so they had to use only a foreign language (English) to make their point and express their opinion.

I.N. Nikulitsa considers debates as a kind of technology for teaching students to speak a foreign language and as a kind of game, which task is to prove the chosen point of view and, observing the logical line of speech (thesis, argument, link-support), to convince the opponent. The author highlights voluntary debates where children choose their team; authoritarian, where the teacher divides children into commands independently, and random [3, p. 38].

Creative techniques for teaching speaking in foreign language lessons include various discussions and debates. While studying the topic “Education” within the framework of the speech situation, students are invited to discuss and find out: “Which school is better: traditional or alternative?” To accomplish this, they are invited to split into two teams supporting different types of schools; time is given for them to prepare statements “for” their school and “against” the school of their opponents. The rules are announced that a discussion will take place within ten minutes, a goal is to convince your opponents that your team’s school is better. During the discussion, the teacher writes down the points for each team’s persuasive arguments on the board. After the end of the discussion the question is asked: “Are there any team members who were convinced by the rivals and wanted to join them?” and summarized by the number of arguments. Then the teacher analyzes the mistakes encountered during the discussion.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the “debate” technique is relevant and effective and can be used in foreign language lessons in high school. This technique helps to motivate students for further studying of foreign language. The use of debates in teaching the speech interaction of schoolchildren in foreign language lessons contributes to the achievement of successful communication between the participants who are involved in the discussion process, as well as to increase the interest of children in the study of the subject.
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